Minor Genetic Consequences of a Major Mass Mortality: Short-Term Effects in *Pisaster ochraceus*
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Abstract

Mass mortality events are increasing globally in frequency and magnitude, largely as a result of human-induced change. The effects of these mass mortality events, in both the long and short term, are of imminent concern because of their ecosystem impacts. Genomic data can be used to reveal some of the population-level changes associated with mass mortality events. Here, we use reduced-representation sequencing to identify potential short-term genetic impacts of a mass mortality event associated with a sea star wasting outbreak. We tested for changes in the population for genetic differentiation, diversity, and effective population size between pre–sea star wasting and post–sea star wasting populations of *Pisaster ochraceus*—a species that suffered high sea star wasting–associated mortality (75%–100% at 80% of sites). We detected no significant population-based genetic differentiation over the spatial scale sampled; however, the post–sea star wasting population tended toward more differentiation across sites than the pre–sea star wasting population. Genetic estimates of effective population size did not detectably change, consistent with theoretical expectations; however, rare alleles were lost. While we were unable to detect significant population-based genetic differentiation or changes in effective population size over this short time period, the genetic burden of this mass mortality event may be borne by future generations, unless widespread recruitment mitigates the population decline. Prior results from *P. ochraceus* indicated that natural selection played a role in altering allele frequencies following this mass mortality event. In addition to the role of selection found in a previous study on the genomic impacts of sea star wasting on *P. ochraceus*, our current study highlights the potential role the stochastic loss of many individuals plays in altering how genetic variation is structured across the landscape. Future genetic monitoring is needed to determine long-term genetic impacts in this long-lived species. Given the increased frequency of mass mortality events, it is important to implement demographic and genetic monitoring strategies that capture baselines and background dynamics to better contextualize species’ responses to large perturbations.
Introduction

The magnitude and frequency of mass mortality events (MMEs) are increasing (Fey et al., 2015). Largely due to anthropogenic change (IPBES, 2019; IPCC, 2021), chronic and acute environmental perturbations are more intense and include, but are not limited to, higher temperatures (Oliver et al., 2018), lower ocean pH (Wootton et al., 2008), expansion of hypoxic dead zones (Altieri and Kiaz, 2019), and harmful algal blooms (HABs) (McCabe et al., 2016). Individual events can have profound impacts on populations, illustrated by mass mortality in multiple species following an HAB (Jurgens et al., 2015), in kelp following a heat wave (Gurgel et al., 2020), and in Dungeness crab following hypoxia (Chan et al., 2019). The intervals between such extreme perturbations also are becoming shorter, interrupting recoveries that may require a decade or more (Fabina et al., 2015; Vercelloni et al., 2020). This compounds stressful impacts of these events and leaves populations more vulnerable to subsequent assaults (Dietzel et al., 2020). In the Great Barrier Reef, coral recovery rates have declined by 84% between 1992 and 2010 in correlation with chronic stressors and repeated acute disturbances in the region (Ortiz et al., 2018). Increasingly, multiple environmental assaults are superimposed (e.g., McPherson et al., 2021). In the near future, marine systems are predicted to experience mass extinctions on par with other great extinctions throughout Earth’s history as a result of anthropogenic climate change (Penn and Deutsch, 2022).

The consequences of past MMEs have been devastating, clearly illustrated by changes in censused populations. For example, surveys of the pen shell (*Pinna nobilis*), bull kelp (*Nereocystis luetkeana*), and common murre (*Uria aalge*) have shown precipitous population declines (Vázquez-Luís et al., 2017; Rogers-Bennett and Catton, 2019; Piatt et al., 2020). Such large decreases in census population size are expected to impact genetic diversity and effective population size (*N_e*). At reduced population sizes, rare alleles may be lost through genetic drift and limited reproduction due to low densities of reproductive individuals; these consequences further lead to reduced genetic mixing and loss of diversity (Pujolar et al., 2011). In two kelp forest-forming species, a recent marine heat wave led to losses of ~30%–65% of the genetic diversity, in some cases leaving only a single dominant haplotype (Gurgel et al., 2020). Understanding the prevalence and magnitudes of losses of intraspecific diversity is increasingly important as global anthropogenic change threatens biodiversity. Standing genetic variation provides the source material on which selection can act during changing conditions, so losing rare diversity could limit the flexibility of populations to respond to future stressors (Radwan et al., 2010; Du et al., 2016). Previous work on MMEs has provided evidence of selection for advantageous alleles (e.g., Lessios, 1988; Pilczynska et al., 2016; Campbell-Staton et al., 2017; Padrón et al., 2018; Schiebelhut et al., 2018)—an important process that can help promote recovery. Exploring intraspecific population genomic patterns in the short term may therefore help reveal the genetic consequences of MMEs in the long term.

Species for which changes in genetic diversity can be assessed following an MME are rare because they require that a baseline genetic assessment was collected before the perturbation event. Often, we are left with only the aftermath and no record of what was lost. The ochre sea star, *Pisaster ochraceus*, is one of a small, but growing, number of exceptions. *Pisaster ochraceus* is distributed across the western coastline of North America from south-central Alaska to southern Baja California, Mexico (Lambert, 2000), has pelagic planktotrophic larvae, and is an ecologically important keystone predator in the rocky intertidal (Paine, 1966). This species suffered major mortality (75%–100% mortality at 80% of sites) across its geographic range during the sea star wasting (SSW) outbreak that began in 2013 (Miner et al., 2018), an outbreak that affected about 20 asteroid species (Hewson et al., 2014) and the cause of which is still considered unresolved. Schiebelhut et al. (2018) found parallel signals of selection coinciding with the SSW outbreak across many geographic locations in north-central California. Here, using samples collected before and after the SSW event from a broader set of geographic locations (Fig. 1), we expanded on previous work by testing for the short-term effects of mass mortality on diversity, population genetic differentiation, and genetic estimates of *N_e* in *P. ochraceus*. Because genetic samples were collected across a broad geographic area and preserved prior to the recent major mortality event, this SSW-affected system provided a rare opportunity to evaluate the short-term genetic impacts of mass mortality on an ecologically important species.

Materials and Methods

Sample collection, DNA extraction, and sequencing

To explore population genetic patterns in *Pisaster ochraceus* (Brandt, 1835) before (pre-SSW) and after (post-SSW) major SSW-associated mortality, we subsampled tube feet from specimens used in Harley et al. (2006) and made new collections following major mortality. For pre-SSW versus post-SSW comparisons, we sampled 7 to 10 intertidal individuals from each of 8 locations from Washington, Oregon, and California from 2003 to 2005 (Harley et al., 2006) (*n* = 72)—well before the major wasting outbreak began in 2013—and from complementary locations during the SSW outbreak in 2013–2015 (*n* = 72) (Fig 1; Table S1, available online), after major mortality was documented (Miner et al., 2018). Additional sites were sampled in 2013–2015 to estimate the broadscale population genetic differentiation in adult *P. ochraceus* and available new recruits (Table S2, available online). We extracted DNA from tube feet that were preserved in 95% ethanol or dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO)-enriched buffer, using a silica-based filter plate (5053; Pall, Slow Low, AZ) (Ivanova et al., 2006). For each specimen,
50–100 ng \( \mu \text{L}^{-1} \) of DNA in 25 \( \mu \text{L} \) of 10 mmol L\(^{-1} \) Tris HCl was submitted to the Genomic Sequencing and Analysis Facility (GSAF) at the University of Texas at Austin for quantitation, normalization, double digestion with the EcoRI and MspI restriction enzymes (Peterson et al., 2012), size selection for 300 ± 50 bp using custom bead preparation (GSAF), adaptor ligation, purification, and 2/3 paired-end sequencing on an Illumina HiSeq 4000 (San Diego, CA).

**Sequence processing**

We demultiplexed sequences by using process_radtags from Stacks v.1.35 (Catchen et al., 2011), allowing a maximum of two mismatches in the barcode and deposited raw sequences in the Sequence Read Archive (SRA) of the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) under BioProject PRJNA532896, SUB5448653; Ruiz-Ramos et al., 2020). We filtered genotyped SNPs (see commented code, available online), using VCFtools v.0.1.15 (Danecek et al., 2011) and custom scripts (Puritz et al., 2016; Puritz, 2022)—following the same approach used in Schiebelhut et al. (2018). Three different SNP sets were generated for various analyses (Fig. S1, available online) to accommodate our study design and best practices for each analysis type. Set 1 included individuals used in the pre- versus post-SSW comparison (Table S1, available online); the final filtered vcf file had a 98% genotype call rate across all individuals (with maximum allowed missing loci per individual of 13%), minimum depth of 20 (maximum of 164; yielding mean of 106) per SNP, and minor allele frequency (MAF) of at least 0.01. To control for linkage disequilibrium, we retained one SNP per RAD (restriction site-associated DNA) locus by applying the –thin 500 option in VCFtools. Processing for SNP set 2 differed from set 1 in that we did not thin SNPs or apply the MAF filter (i.e., singleton SNPs were allowed); this modification is necessary to detect changes in rare alleles in (SFS)-based analyses. Set 3 included additional individuals and geographic locations from the post-SSW population but otherwise underwent the same sample processing as set 1 (Fig. S1). The SNP sets were used for different analyses based on program recommendations and study design.

Figure 1. Sampling locations for *Pisaster ochraceus* collected before (shaded squares) and after (shaded circles) the 2013 wasting outbreak in locations A–H, which are distributed from northern Washington through southern California. These samples were used to ensure a balanced study design for comparisons of pre- and post-sea star wasting (SSW) populations. Open circles represent sites for which additional individuals were sampled for estimates of contemporary population genetic structure (locations A–H plus G#–I).
**Population genetic analyses**

We used the genetic data to explore primary signatures and spatial patterns of genome-wide diversity within each time period and contrasting the pre-SSW and post-SSW outbreak populations of *P. ochraceus*. First, we evaluated genome-wide population genomic structure that may drive the anecdotally distinct responses in different portions of the coast (Menge et al., 2016). We used sparse non-negative matrix factorization (sNMF) (Frichot et al., 2014) to assess population structure separately in pre-SSW and post-SSW *P. ochraceus* populations, using SNP set 1. The sNMF method models each individual’s ancestry coefficients and selects the most likely number of ancestral gene pools (*K*), using a cross-entropy criterion that searches for minimal error when a subset of hidden genotypes are re-predicted by the inferred ancestry coefficients. To further evaluate population genetic structure, we calculated global *F*<sub>ST</sub> and 95% confidence intervals (CIs), using the Weir and Cockerham (1984) method in diveRity v.1.9.90 (Keenan et al., 2013) in R for populations sampled before and after major mortality separately. We also conducted a principal component analysis (PCA), using glPCa in adegenet v.2.0.2 (Jombart and Ahmed, 2011) in R (R Core Team, 2020), adding in the broader set of contemporary *P. ochraceus* samples (Table S2, available online), using SNP set 3 (Fig. S1, available online).

To further explore axes of variation in post- relative to pre-SSW populations, we conducted a discriminant analysis of principal components (DAPC)—defining 3 geographic regions (ABC, DE, and FGH, comprised of our 8 locations; Fig. 1) and 2 time points (pre-SSW and post-SSW) *a priori*—retaining 24 PCs and 5 discriminant functions (*n* groups = 1) in adegenet v.2.0.2 (Jombart and Ahmed, 2011) in R using SNP set 1. Because pre-SSW and post-SSW sampling sites were similar but not identical, regional clustering (*i.e.*, ABC, DE, and FGH) allowed us to investigate regional differences without pairing non-identical sites between time points; this enabled us to detect any localized differences while still maintaining a balanced number of samples across regions. Finally, to explore how variation was partitioned at each time point, we conducted an analysis of molecular variance (AMOVA) for the two time points separately, with nested structure by site and region. We evaluated significance after correcting for multiple testing (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995) using a randomization test with 999 permutations in the R package ade4 (Dray and Dufour, 2007).

To further evaluate potential differences between these groups and the short-term genomic consequences of SSW, we calculated expected and observed heterozygosity using hierfstat v.0.5.7 (Goudet, 2005) in R and Tajima’s *D*, *F*<sub>ST</sub>, and *F*<sub>IS</sub> using dNPS v.6.12.03 (Rozas et al., 2017) (using SNP set 1 and 2) for the pre-SSW and post-SSW populations separately. As a complement to these tests, and to evaluate the potential loss of rare alleles, we calculated the general SFS for each time point in easySFS (Overcast, 2022), using SNP set 2, and applied a projection method that corrects for missing data in RADseq datasets (as in Marth et al., 2004) with a chosen projection value that maximized segregating sites in the SNP data (Gutenkunst et al., 2009). We visualized the SFS by displaying the number of SNPs that occur at each frequency, up to 40 (*i.e.*, singletons, doubletons, etc.). We used these statistics to detect indicators of demographic and selection-driven changes in diversity.

Finally, using SNP set 1, we estimated *N*<sub>e</sub> by using the linkage disequilibrium (Hill, 1981; Waples, 2006; Waples and Do, 2010) test, as implemented in NeEstimator (Do et al., 2014), for pre- and post-SSW individuals separately and calculated parametric and jackknife 95% CIs. This approach complemented our inferences of what types of diversity were lost during the mass mortality of SSW and allowed us to contextualize these data with overall population census size estimates and consider arguments that have been made about periodic cyclic demography in asteroids (Uthicke et al., 2009).

**Results**

The three separate filtered datasets we used to explore short-term genetic impacts of mass mortality yielded 1040 SNPs for set 1, 12,020 SNPs for set 2, and 2902 SNPs for set 3 (Fig. S1, available online). The sNMF analysis on SNP set 1 indicated that *P. ochraceus* has only one genetic group (*K* = 1) both before and after mortality (Fig. S2, available online). Likewise, estimates of global *F*<sub>ST</sub> confirm the absence of significant population genetic structure for both pre-wasting (*F*<sub>ST</sub> = 0.0001; 95% CI: −0.0161 to 0.0214) and post-wasting (*F*<sub>ST</sub> = 0.0021; 95% CI: −0.0140 to 0.0206) populations. The PCA, using the expanded set of samples (Table S2, available online; SNP set 3), did not reveal any clustering by geographic location, timing of sampling, or adult versus recruit status (Fig. S3, available online). The slight clustering that is seen on PC axis 1 seems likely to be driven by paralogs or copy number variants in the random subset of high-loading SNPs we visualized in the alignment.

We used DAPC on SNP set 1 to further evaluate the spatial distribution of genetic variation. This clustering method revealed two relevant axes of variation, with the first discriminant function (DF1) distinguishing geography and the second discriminant function distinguishing post-SSW from pre-SSW, though with substantial amounts of overlap (Fig. 2A). Centroids of the three pre-SSW regions were more closely clustered on DF1 than the centroids of post-SSW regions (Fig. 2A). We confirmed that this pattern was not driven by excessive observed heterozygosity (relative to expected heterozygosity; Fig. S4, available online); the SNPs with the highest loadings in the DAPC did not overlap with the SNPs with heterozygosities >0.75 in Figure S4. The AMOVA revealed that the vast majority of
the variance (>99%) originates from within individual sampling locations, both pre- and post-SSW (Table S3, available online). A small portion of the variance originated from between sites within regions (pre: 0.11%; post: 0.66%), with the post-SSW population trending toward greater structure than predicted by chance (P = 0.051 after adjustment for multiple tests); additional genetic metrics also revealed similarities and differences between the separately tested time points. Mean observed heterozygosity had minimal change from pre-SSW (H₀ = 0.1846) to post-SSW (H₀ = 0.1819), with a similar pattern of observed versus expected heterozygosity at both time points (Fig. S4). Tajima’s D was not different from zero for pre-wasting (0.03; 95% CI: −0.18 to 0.24) or post-wasting (0.05; 95% CI: −0.11 to 0.21). Post-wasting Tajima’s D did not differ from pre-wasting, overall or by sub-region, but trended toward being slightly higher in the post-wasting population (Fig. 2B). Fu and Li’s D* and Fu and Li’s F* showed similar overall patterns but variable sub-regional patterns (Fig. S5, available online), with Fu and Li’s D* increasing from 1.0 pre-wasting (95% CI: 0.82–1.18) to 1.49 post-wasting (95% CI: 1.31–1.65) and Fu and Li’s F* increasing from 0.72 pre-wasting (95% CI: 0.57–0.88) to 1.04 post-wasting (95% CI: 0.87–1.21). However, when singletons were included in the analysis, this difference was attenuated, although the relative difference between pre- and post-SSW for these two statistics remained (Fig. S6, available online). The SFS analysis of SNP set 2 revealed a loss of rare singletons from 12.67% of variant sites...
pre-SSW to 12.05% of variant sites post-SSW. We also detected an increase in the proportion of doubletons, from 9.03% of variant sites to 9.50%, which means that the ratio of singleton to doubleton shifted from 0.713 to 0.790 from pre- to post-SSW, as shown by changes in the visualized SFS (Fig. 2D). Estimates of \( N_e \) did not decrease following mass mortality. The pre-SSW genetic estimate of \( N_e \) was 1,511 (95% CI: parametric 1360–2761, jackknife 510–inf.), and the post-SSW estimate was 2491 (95% CI: parametric 2251–11,191, jackknife 1000–inf.), with wide and overlapping CIs (Fig. 2C).

Discussion

*Pisaster ochraceus* is the most completely studied sea star species in the context of the contemporary SSW event, including both pre-outbreak and post-outbreak populations (e.g., Miner et al., 2018; Schiebelhut et al., 2018). According to our analyses, *P. ochraceus* lacks overall population genetic differentiation and, given that the responses of genomic diversity are comparable across the subregions defined in this paper—regardless of perceived spatial variance in response, for example, to aspects of environmental variation (Eisenlord et al., 2016; Menge et al., 2016)—there was an overall loss of rare diversity (Fig. 2). This is as would be expected in a strong bottleneck (Nei, 1987), albeit small, and a similarly slight shift toward more genetic differentiation between locations following mass mortality.

*Pisaster ochraceus* suffered mass mortality across its geographic range (75%–100% mortality at 80% of sites) (Miner et al., 2018); but a concomitant decline was not detected in estimates of \( N_e \) (Fig. 2C), consistent with population genetic theory. Although small sample sizes can limit our ability to accurately estimate \( N_e \), which likely leads to underestimates (Waples, 2005, 2006, 2016; Waples and Do, 2010), \( N_e \) estimates using the linkage disequilibrium (LD) method tended to stabilize when at least 1500 SNPs are used (Marandel et al., 2020)—a number we closely approached after accounting for potential linkage. Furthermore, because our approach was designed to evaluate whether a very recent massive demographic decline might change the estimate of contemporary \( N_e \) relative to pre-SSW \( N_e \) (as opposed to estimating an absolute \( N_e \) value), we still should be able to identify a detectable signal representing the shift between pre- and post-SSW-associated mass mortality using the LD method if that signal is indeed present in the data. The fact that we do not detect a change in \( N_e \) following mass mortality is, however, explainable by the observation that genomic signatures of a decline in \( N_e \) may lag, whereby accurate detection is thought to be possible only after 3–10 generations after the initial decline (Keller et al., 2001; Nunziata and Weisrock, 2017). If we assume that generation time for *P. ochraceus* is comparable to that of another sea star species with similar life-history traits, *Pycnopodia helianthoides* (whose conservative age range is estimated at ∼27–37 years; Gravem et al., 2021), then only ∼0.31 generations have elapsed between sampling time points and, importantly, effectively zero have elapsed since the MME. Even with more rigorous sampling of the *P. ochraceus* genome data from multiple time points, we may never see a strong signal of the large 2013–2015 census population decline reflected in associated genetic estimates of \( N_e \) because of a widespread recruitment event that occurred during the same time period. In some regions throughout the species’ range, documented recruitment was many times greater than was seen in previous years (Menge et al., 2016; Miner et al., 2018). Another species, the sunflower star (*Pycnopodia helianthoides*), was not as fortunate, suffering even greater magnitudes of decline and no signs of rebound through much of its range (Gravem et al., 2021); this species may tell a different story.

Our estimates of \( N_e \) for both pre- and post-SSW (Fig. 2C) may seem low for a marine species with very large population sizes. However, these values are not unexpected for populations that cyclically contract and recover in boom-bust cycles, a common demographic feature in echinoderms (Uthicke et al., 2009). Although we have exceedingly few estimates of \( N_e \) in asteroids for comparison (and none available that were estimated using genome-wide data), ancestral \( N_e \) and contemporary \( N_e \) have been estimated to be of similar scales in other asteroid species using coalescence-based methods (Puritz et al., 2012, 2017). Marine diversity in general has been revealed to have low \( N_e / N \) ratios (Turner et al., 2002).

Among the methods used to uncover genetic signatures of demographic change, heterozygosity is often considered a weak indicator of recent change (Nei, 1987; Wares et al., 2005). Measured signals of decline in genetic diversity or loss of rare alleles can be detected before other signatures of a bottleneck event, such as declines in heterozygosity (Vilas et al., 2015). For *P. ochraceus*, we found signatures of the MME as indicated by both a loss of rare alleles and a trend toward greater population differentiation in the post-SSW population relative to the well-mixed pre-SSW population (Fig. 1A; Table S3, available online).

Given our lack of definitive signal in this short time since the MME, this study emphasizes the crucial need for ongoing genetic monitoring. Tracking the next three to five generations will be especially important for *P. ochraceus*, as well as other asteroid species affected by the 2013 outbreak of SSW, to determine whether there are lasting genetic consequences of the sharp demographic decline and whether recruitment-led rebounds proceed quickly enough to avoid significant long-term impacts. Indeed, long-term monitoring of the species complex in the lecithotrophic brooding sea star *Leptasterias*, albeit retrospectively using museum specimens, illustrates changes in the distribution of genomic diversity across its range through time (Melroy and Cohen, 2021). Even so, the temporal and genetic resolution (i.e., our ability to determine actual change) is limited, given...
the high variance observed in these datasets. Mass mortality events (unrelated to SSW) were noted in *Leptasterias* in 2011 (Jurgens et al., 2015), shortly followed by subsequent and significant losses due to SSW (Jaffe et al., 2019). Variation in population size estimates and mitochondrial haplotypes in *Leptasterias* observed at different locations along the west coast of the United States, however, suggest more demographic turnover—or shifting of the relative proportions of individuals from a particular genetic background in the population—than would be expected for brooding star species, which are generally thought to have higher levels of population structure due to their low dispersal abilities (Melroy et al., 2017; Melroy and Cohen, 2021). By contrast, planktotrophic sea stars, such as *P. ochraceus* evaluated here, are expected to demonstrate high cyclic demographic changes due to an increased dispersal capacity and opportunity for admixture (Uthicke et al., 2009). However, there are very few examples in the literature demonstrating how genetic variation, and its spatial distribution, change through time (Fenderson et al., 2020). Therefore, the predicted genomic dynamics and their relationships to life-history traits remain to be studied and clarified in more detail.

In the case of *P. ochraceus*, we find little evidence of dramatic change in genetic diversity and—despite a small trend toward greater differentiation between sites in the post-SSW population—the absence of strong signatures of any shifts that describe how that diversity is distributed by age or frequency. Nakamura et al. (2018) note that organisms with periodicity in census size only generate strong signatures in tests such as Tajima’s $D$ when the periodicity is long relative to the $N_e$. Our estimates of Tajima’s $D$ trended toward being more positive in the post-SSW population relative to pre-SSW, indicating a reduction in rare alleles; however, the 95% CIs spanned zero and included the mean of each time point (Fig. 2B). The trending increase in Fu and Li’s $D^*$ and $F^*$ to more positive values in post-SSW relative to pre-SSW (Figs. S5, S6, available online) indicates a shift to fewer unique variants, suggesting that common variants became more common.

Our study design, comparing recent historical to recent post-mortality populations, provides an intriguing reference point for interpretation. Though our dataset provides a rare opportunity to study the immediate effects of an MME, we reserve interpretation of whether it is a harbinger for long-term population effects of SSW on *P. ochraceus*, given that we captured and characterized survivors of the event and not subsequent generations. Additionally, though natural selection has occurred and is quite strong in *P. ochraceus* (Schiebelhut et al., 2018), the majority of SNPs generated using reduced-representation sequencing (ddRAD) evaluated to date have captured only a small portion (~3%) of the genome (Ruiz-Ramos et al., 2020). Broader sequencing approaches, such as whole-genome resequencing, could help resolve some of our uncertainty and are needed to capture a larger portion of the genomic response. That said, processes driven by genetic drift, such as a reduction in genomic diversity and/or $N_e$, affect the entire genome and should be evident in any random sample of loci.

An important consideration when trying to detect genomic signatures of MMEs in marine populations is the tendency of broadcast-spawning marine invertebrates to have high levels of both contemporary and ancestral genetic polymorphisms. *Pisaster ochraceus* has previously been shown to have moderate to high levels of genetic polymorphisms (Harley et al., 2006; Schiebelhut et al., 2018); likewise, other broadcast-spawning asteroid species along the west coast of North America have proven to be incredibly diverse (Keever et al., 2009; Puritz and Toonen, 2011), with inferred ancestral population sizes in the hundreds of thousands or more (Hart and Marko, 2010; McGovern et al., 2010). Single-sample estimates of $N_e$, even those that include large numbers of loci, can be problematic when $N_e$ is large (Hare et al., 2011); these scenarios typically require intensive sampling of individuals (Ovenden et al., 2007; Palstra and Ruzzante, 2008; Waples and Do, 2010). Similar concerns of power and sample size apply to estimates of genetic structure in highly polymorphic species with high gene flow (Ryman et al., 2006; Morin et al., 2009; Haasl and Payseur, 2011; Flesch et al., 2018), which also describes *P. ochraceus* and many other sea stars.

Nonetheless, the declines in abundance seen across many asteroid species in the northeastern Pacific due to SSW (M. N Dawson et al., unpubl. data; L. M. Schiebelhut et al., unpubl. data) threaten loss of intraspecific genetic variation that is often crucial to the resilience and health of ecosystems (Des Roches et al., 2021). Thus, it is important to develop genetic monitoring of wild populations that can identify genetic declines before widespread loss, especially given that MMEs are increasing in frequency and magnitude. Over time, the compounding effect of repeated stressors could change patterns of decline and recovery. An essential component of any such monitoring program will be to establish baselines; without such baselines, it is impossible to determine what is being lost and what can be done to mitigate the decline of particular populations and erosion of diversity. Taking the genetic pulse of populations, including capturing gene expression, may allow early detection of stressors that may otherwise go unnoticed until a substantial decline is seen in census population size. Population genomic analysis of contemporary time series data creates an unique opportunity to assess genomic responses to MMEs against normal background fluctuations in allele frequencies—for which we know very little for most asteroid species. In addition, while much of the research and management focus has been on rare (although increasingly frequent; Fey et al., 2015) large mass mortalities, genetic monitoring would also foster a better understanding of background mortality (e.g., following seasonal changes, post-settlement, or other intermittent events, such as harmful algal blooms, hypoxia, storms, etc.) and help identify the
relative impacts of drift, migration, and selection (Gompert et al., 2021).
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